Dynamic modulation of visual detection by auditory cues in spatial neglect.
One of the most constant findings of studies about selective attention is that detection of visual stimuli is enhanced when a visual cue is presented at the position of the upcoming target. In healthy participants, comparable benefits were reported when the cue was presented in a different modality than the target. The aim of this study was to examine spatial and temporal dynamics of visual attention following auditory cues in patients with spatial neglect. Twelve healthy subjects and five patients with left-sided neglect were asked to react to a small vertical line presented randomly at one of four positions. The target appeared 150 or 1000 ms after an auditory cue that was either static (continuous 380 Hz tone presented to the left or right ear) or dynamic (380 Hz tone moving from the left to the right ear or vice versa). The reaction time pattern of healthy participants was unaffected by the different tones. In contrast, reaction times of neglect patients were significantly faster to left targets following a dynamic tone moving from right to left in comparison to a tone moving from left to right. Interestingly, static unilateral tones modulated visual attention of neglect patients to a lesser degree than dynamic tones. The modulation of visual attention by dynamic auditory cues was of short duration and disappeared after 1000 ms. These results demonstrate a fast automatic shift of spatial attention in the direction of a moving tone, suggesting strong dynamic links between visual and auditory attention in patients with a severe spatial deficit.